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Nowadays, Study of comments in MicroBlog online public opinion is of great
significance for relevant departments in managing public opinion, due to the
increasing influence of online public opinion on the Internet. This paper presents a
method for studying the evolutionary characteristics of netizens’ comment focus
in university online public opinion. This method is based on a three-stage
framework called Topic-Temporal-Focus. Firstly, in the topic mining stage, the
KTF-BTMmodel is proposed for topic recognition, which effectively improves the
quality of analysis. Secondly, in the temporal segmentation stage, time periods are
divided into 4-hour intervals, and the identified topics are paired with each
comment text to generate a topic-temporal list. Finally, in the focus
recognition stage, the content and evolution patterns of netizens’ comment
focus within shorter time sequences are explored by analyzing the data
characteristics of the topic-temporal list. Experimental results show that the
proposed KTF-BTM model significantly enhances topic recognition quality for
short texts. The Topic-Temporal-Focus framework overcomes the challenge of
sparse comment text data within shorter time periods and effectively classifies
topic evolution within limited time sequences. This research work serves as a
valuable contribution towards understanding the evolutionary characteristics of
netizens’ focal points in university online public opinion.
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1 Introduction

Microblog hot search is an important indicator that reflects public attention and event
popularity. However, in shorter time periods, the text data often becomes sparse due to the
limitation of Microblog comment volume. Efficiently extracting valuable information from a
large amount of high-dimensional, low-quality, and unlabeled unstructured data has become
an important goal in current data mining research.

Probabilistic topic modeling is one of the crucial methods for addressing the
aforementioned problem, and the Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) model and its
variants are among the most widely used probabilistic topic models. The LDA model,
first proposed by Blei et al. in 2003 [1], categorizes topics by computing the topic-word and
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topic-document distribution probabilities of a corpus. It is suitable
for analyzing long texts such as news and scientific literature.
However, when applied to short-text analysis of online
comments, this model treats each comment sentence as a
sampling object and performs topic modeling through word co-
occurrence. Due to the limited number of keywords in a single
comment text, the issue of sparse feature words arises.

In 2014, Jianhua Yin et al. proposed the Dirichlet Multinomial
Mixture Model (DMM), known as the GSDMM model [2]. The
biggest difference between GSDMM and LDA lies in the assumption
that each short text contains at most one topic, instead of multiple
topics. Additionally, all words within a document share the same
topic. This effectively alleviates the impact of sparse text features on
modeling. Mazarura et al., by measuring the topic coherence and
stability of the model, discovered that the performance of the
GSDMM algorithm is superior to that of the LDA model in
handling short texts [3].

Xiaohui Yan et al. introduced the Biterm Topic Model (BTM), a
probabilistic topic model [4]. Unlike the LDA andDMMmodels, the
BTM model considers all comment texts as a whole and models the
entire corpus by extracting biterm word pairs. It calculates the topic
distribution by analyzing the probability of two words belonging to
the same topic in a biterm pair, which is determined by their co-
occurrence frequency. This model extends the original single-word
assumption in the LDA model to a word pair, thus partially
alleviating the issue of sparse features in short texts. However,
not all co-occurring word pairs demonstrate a strong topic
relationship.

Traditional BTM models are based on the assumption of a
“binomial distribution” between different words in the same
document to construct the topic model. Under this assumption,
each word is considered equally important. However, in such cases,
irrelevant words and noise may have a negative impact on the model
and lead to less accurate topic identification. Additionally, when
faced with sparse text data in shorter time periods, BTMmodels may
suffer from overfitting or underfitting issues, affecting the accuracy
and reliability of topic mining.

Therefore, this article first proposes the KTF-BTMmodel, which
combines the traditional BTM model with the TF-IDF algorithm
weighted by part-of-speech, in order to improve the effectiveness of
topic recognition. Based on this, a Topic-Temporal-Focus
framework is constructed. In the topic extraction stage, the KTF-
BTM model is utilized to enhance the accuracy of topic recognition.
In the temporal segmentation stage, the identified topics are
matched with the corresponding comment text to obtain a topic-
temporal list. Finally, statistical analysis is conducted on the topic-
temporal list to explore the evolving characteristics of comment
focus, addressing the issue of data sparsity within a short time
period.

Netizens possess independent thinking abilities. When
participating in public opinion discussions, they selectively
absorb and disseminate partial information about events based
on personal stances, life experiences, interests, values, and other
factors. Through the mechanism of “collaborative filtering,” the
amplification effect highlights and magnifies this partial
information, leading to the convergence of public opinion on
certain viewpoints. Public opinion includes public sentiment
information. Nowadays, when relevant authorities handle and

respond to public opinion events, they need to consider the
public sentiment information within the online public opinion
sphere. They should communicate the handling results and
address public concerns through platforms like MicroBlog.
Changes in public opinion viewpoints have a certain influence on
the direction of events. If the handling and response to public
opinion diverge significantly from the expectations of netizens, it
may potentially trigger secondary public opinion events.

For example, in 2021, an incident of clandestine filming in a
university restroom gained attention on the MicroBlog Hot Search
List, sparking extensive discussion. Dissatisfied with the punishment
of “campus surveillance,” students at the university shifted their
protests from online to offline, demanding the expulsion of the
individuals involved. Compared to the restroom filming incident,
incidents of sexual harassment by university teachers generate more
topicality and impact for discussion. If the handling results greatly
deviate from the expectations of netizens, it may incite online or
even offline protests. Furthermore, if there are online mobilizations
related to extended topics like the “Me Too” movement, it could
potentially lead to more intense secondary public opinion events.

As more and more public opinion incidents in universities trend
on MicroBlog, understanding the characteristics of comments in
these incidents is crucial for public opinion management, managing
related events, and imposing constraints. Within the same public
opinion event, the comment focus will change over time. Comparing
the differences in comment focus during different time periods helps
identify newly emerged public opinion focuses, enabling timely
grasp of key information and adjustment of response strategies.

The main contributions of this article are as follows.

1. Proposed the KTF-BTMmodel, which improves the effectiveness
of identifying topics in short texts.

2. Proposed an extendable Topic-Temporal-Focus framework for
monitoring the focus and evolution of public opinion in
comments. Overcame the problem of sparse comment data
within short time periods by dividing the comments into
shorter intervals. Leveraged the KTF-BTM model to identify
the focus of netizens and analyze the evolution of comment
topics.

2 Related research

The evolution of online public opinion in universities refers to
the dynamic development process of events that receive attention in
the online space. It is the result of the mutual influence and
interaction between netizens and their comments. The purpose of
studying the evolution of online public opinion in universities is to
understand the patterns of public opinion development, improve
proactive and effective responses to online public opinion in
universities, and enhance the efficiency of governing online
public opinion in universities. Currently, there has been some
progress in research on the evolution of online public opinion in
universities, with many valuable research findings accumulated.

Some scholars have conducted research on the stage
characteristics of online public opinion. Regarding the
development stages of online public opinion in universities,
different models have been proposed. Laihua Wang, Jinghong
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Xu, Yuexin Lan, and others propose a three-stage model:
“generation, development, and decline.” Yi Liu, Jinsong Cao, Hui
Tian, Fujian Fang, Gengyun Xie, Guodong Yuan, and others
propose a four-stage model: “formation, diffusion, outbreak, and
decline.” Mingyi Gu, Kefan Xie, and others propose a five-stage
model: “dissemination, aggregation, sublimation, continuation, and
termination.” Gang Li, Biao Li, and others propose a six-stage
model: “latent, outbreak, spread, recurrence, relief, and long tail.”
In general, despite different perspectives, the four-stage theory, five-
stage theory, and six-stage theory can be considered as subdivisions
and supplements to the three-stage theory. Based on previous
research, they can be summarized into the following three stages:

Stage 1: Emergence phase - After a sudden incident in the
university is reported or exposed, it attracts attention and discussion
among netizens.

Stage 2: Diffusion phase - Attention and discussion continue to
increase, and different opinions interact and merge, gradually
forming and strengthening dominant views.

Stage 3: Decline phase - Attention and discussion gradually
decrease, and public opinion gradually subsides.

Based on the above, some scholars have focused their research
on the understanding of the evolution patterns and trend prediction
of online public opinion. For example, researchers have
deconstructed the evolution cycle of online public opinion in
universities based on theoretical frameworks, and then used the
E-Divisive algorithm to segment the evolving trends of public
opinion. On this basis, they further predicted the evolving trends
of online public opinion in universities [5]. Other studies have
utilized LSTM models to predict the amount of information
dissemination based on the rules of retweeting in campus
Microblog public opinion [6]. Another study, by analyzing the
polarization characteristics of Microblog user groups in campus
public opinion events, has established quantitative indicators such as
network density, team structure coefficient, betweenness centrality,
closeness centrality, and contribution value to effectively analyze the
current status and trends of Microblog user group polarization [7].
With regard to managing online public opinion, researchers have
constructed a five-stage model for the evolution of self-media
network public opinion and analyzed the laws and governance
strategies for each stage of public opinion events [8]. Moreover,
the use of social network analysis (SNA) has been explored to study
individual node centrality through degree centrality, designing
suitable guided algorithms for steering public opinion during the
process of public opinion evolution [9]. The research mentioned
above mainly explores the patterns of nodes.

Researchers are currently exploring more comprehensive
research methods to investigate the changing patterns of public
opinion and to uncover the developmental characteristics of events
in online public discourse. For instance, studies have utilized the
LDA model to identify topics within comments from online public
opinion. These studies then analyze the temporal evolution of topic
content and popularity during different stages of public opinion,
including the latent period, outbreak period, and decline period [10].
Another approach involves dividing the public sentiment cycle into
four stages, extracting topics for each stage using the LDA topic
model, and examining the evolving trends of topics and sentiments
across these stages [11]. Furthermore, researchers have also
developed a public opinion analysis system [12].

Although research on the changing patterns of public opinion in
online discourse is increasing, most existing work has primarily
focused on topic identification and classification, overlooking the
importance of data quality [13]. Short text modeling often
encounters data quality issues such as data sparsity, high noise
levels, and data imbalance [14–16]. The problem of data sparsity and
high noise directly affects the accuracy of topic identification, posing
a significant challenge. To address this issue, some studies have
introduced dropout techniques to traditional probabilistic topic
models, which randomly deactivate a portion of words to reduce
themodel’s reliance on specific words and improve its generalization
ability [17].

One study proposed a novel hybrid model that combines the
Dirichlet process and biterm representation. This model utilizes
biterms to model word co-occurrence relationships in short texts
and leverages the Dirichlet process to learn shared characteristics of
topic distributions across the entire dataset. By doing so, it reduces
the need for manual hyperparameter tuning, enhancing the model’s
robustness and reliability [18]. Another study treats sentiment
features as user-level information and addresses the issue of data
sparsity in short text data by employing a topic modeling technique
called “Biterm Topic Mixture Model.” The incorporation of user
sentiment information improves the algorithm’s performance and
enhances the accuracy of sentiment identification in short texts [19].

Furthermore, a study combines extended Latent Dirichlet
Allocation (LDA) and Infinite Biterm Topic Model (IBTM)
algorithms and employs a technique called “dynamic time
windows” to handle streaming data. This approach enables
effective processing of large-scale data [20]. Additionally, another
study proposes a method called Social Media Data Cleaning Model
(SMDCM) to address data quality issues in microblog data
specifically related to effective short text topic modeling
(STTM) [21].

We have noticed that an increasing number of scholars are
focusing on addressing the issue of data sparsity in studying online
public opinion, particularly emphasizing the ability of models to
capture the changing patterns of public sentiment. Improved
techniques have been developed to enhance the accuracy of long-
term topic identification within time slices, such as three or four
stages. However, due to the influence of data sparsity, there is limited
research that divides the public opinion cycle into even smaller time
slices to examine the changing characteristics of online discourse
within shorter time periods.

As more and more university-related online public opinions
trend on the MicroBlog hot search list, the “hot search crisis” in
universities becomes increasingly severe. The focus of MicroBlog
comments can undergo significant changes within a short period of
time. Exploring the changing characteristics of comment topics
within a short time cycle has become an urgent issue to address.
Building upon the aforementioned research, if we can improve the
accuracy of topic identification while shortening the time span for
topic analysis, it would provide a good approach for monitoring
online public opinion content within shorter monitoring periods. To
address the low topic recognition performance of existing topic
models, this paper proposes the KTF-BTM topic model to enhance
topic identification. Generally, the duration of concentrated
attention on university-related online public opinions on the
MicroBlog hot search list is around 3–5 days. To solve the
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problem of monitoring public opinion content, this paper extracts
online public opinion information in time periods, referring to the
stage characteristics of university-related online public opinions and
setting the information extraction time span to 4 h to monitor the
dynamic changes in comment focus. Finally, from the perspective of
system integration, a topic-temporal-focus framework is established
to monitor the focus of public opinion comments and their
evolution.

3 The KTF-BTM topic model with topic-
temporal-focus framework

3.1 Proposed topic-temporal-focus
framework

This section introduces the model framework for the evolution
of comment focus in university-related online public opinion. We
have constructed a Topic-Temporal-Focus framework that analyzes
the focal topics of interest to netizens and their evolving patterns
using Microblog data on university-related online public opinion.
This framework can be used for monitoring Microblog data on
university-related online public opinion and extracting general
patterns and specific information, which will help analyze the
focal points of netizens’ attention to relevant events and their
feedback on governance strategies.

The framework consists of three stages, each with its own
objectives, as shown in Figure 1. Stage 1 is the topic modeling
process. In this stage, comment data is collected from Microblog,
and the proposed KTF-BTM topic model is used for topic
identification. Stage 2 categorizes the comments into 37 time
intervals based on their posting times and assigns the identified
topics to each comment text. In Stage 3, the extracted topics are

merged into clusters of similar topics, and visualization tools are
utilized to explore the content and changes in comment focus at
each stage.

3.2 KTF-BTM topic model

The traditional BTM (Biterm Topic Model) assumes that every
word in the text is important and can effectively explain the topics
[4]. Additionally, it considers word pairs with higher frequencies as
more important. However, this assumption leads to the BTMmodel
excessively relying on high-frequency words, overlooking the
significant role of medium and low-frequency words in topic
interpretation. It also neglects the role of words themselves
within sentences.

For example, consider the sentence"pushing the hot search to
the top”. After preprocessing and word segmentation, this
sentence is divided into “push”, “hot search”, and “to the top”.
BTM’s biterm sampling, we obtain the results: “push-hot search”,
“push-to the top”, “hot search-push”, “hot search-to the top”, “to
the top-push”, and “to the top-hot search”. In this sentence, all six
word pairs are sampled once, suggesting equal importance
without distinguishing which pair is more important.
However, in reality, the pairs “hot search-to the top” and “to
the top-hot search” have a better semantic contribution to topic
identification. By increasing the distribution probability of these
word pairs with higher semantic contribution into the probability
model, we can enhance the identification performance of the
topic model.

This paper further explores two questions.

1. How can we effectively identify keywords with higher semantic
contribution?

FIGURE 1
Topic-Temporal-Focus framework diagram.
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2. How can we enhance the distribution probability of these
keyword pairs?

To address these questions, this study proposes improvements
to the Gibbs sampling method based on the BTM model. Firstly, it
introduces a part-of-speech weighting value K and utilizes the TF-
IDF algorithm combined with part-of-speech weighting to identify
the semantic contribution of keywords. Then, based on Donohue’s
law of high-low word frequency boundary, it determines the number
T of keywords. During the Gibbs sampling process, selected keyword
pairs undergo extended sampling to enhance their role in topic
identification. The framework of the KTF-BTM topic model is
illustrated in Figure 2.

According to the KTF-BTM model diagram, the document
generation process of the KTF-BTM model is as follows:

1. For each topic z.
(a) draw a topic-specific word distribution φz ~ Dir (β+λ).
2. Draw a topic distribution θ ~ Dir (α+λ) for the whole collection.
3. For each biterm w in the biterm set |B|+Q.
(a) draw a topic assignment z ~ Multi(θ).
(b) draw two words: wa, wb ~ Mulit (φz).

3.3 Determination of part-of-speech
weighting value K

By linguistic knowledge, it is known that comment short texts
are usually composed of words of different parts of speech. Generally
speaking, in the process of topic identification, nouns and verbs
carry the most significant information. Adjectives and adverbs
contain rich semantic information and have stronger document
representation capabilities. Quantifiers, particles, prepositions, and
other parts of speech carry less semantic information and often
appear frequently in documents, causing serious interference to

topic identification. To eliminate the interference of low-
information words, we can use part-of-speech tagging to weight
the words, giving higher weights to words with richer semantic
information. This allows for the extraction of more reasonable
keywords for text representation. Based on experience, the
specific definition is as follows:

k1 � 0.8, ‘n’Nouns
k2 � 0.6, ‘v、vi、vn’Verbs
k3 � 0.4, ‘adj’ or ‘adv’Adjectives and adverbs
k4 � 0.1, otherwise

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎩ (1)

3.4 Determination of the number of
expanded keywords

The Term Frequency-inverse Document Frequency (TF-IDF)
weighting method [22] is used to assess the importance of a word
in a text. Its main idea is that if a word appears frequently in one
document but rarely in other documents, it is considered an
important keyword suitable for classification. TF-IDF is
calculated by combining the term frequency and inverse
document frequency, i.e., TF multiplied by IDF. Term
frequency (TF) refers to the frequency of a given word
appearing in a document, and it is calculated using the
formula shown in Eq. 2:

tfi,j � ni,j∑knk,j
(2)

Where ni,j represents the number of occurrences of term ti in
document dj, and∑knk,j represents the total frequency of all terms in
document dj. Given the total number of documents in the corpus,
the inverse document frequency (IDF) of a term can be obtained by
dividing the total number of documents by the number of
documents containing that term, as shown in Eq. 3.

FIGURE 2
KTF-BTM model diagram.
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idfi � log
D| |

1 + j: ti ∈ dj{ }∣∣∣∣∣ ∣∣∣∣∣ (3)

Where |D| represents the total number of documents, and
| j: ti ∈ dj{ }| represents the total number of documents containing
the term ti. Based on this, the formula for normalizing the TF-IDF
weight of term ti can be derived as shown in Eq. 4.

tf − idfi � tfi,j × idfi















∑ti∈dj tfi,j × idfi[ ]2√ (4)

In this study, we use TF-IDF to obtain the TF-IDF value ωa

for all words. By applying the part-of-speech weight K, ωa is
further weighted to describe the importance of words in the
entire corpus. The number of keywords is determined based on
Donohue’s law of high-frequency and low-frequency word
boundaries [23]:

T � −1 + 








1 + 8 × I1

√( )/2 (5)

Where T represents the number of high-frequency words, and I1
represents the number of words with a term frequency of 1. The final
determination of the number of keywords is T. Calculate the
weighted TF-IDF values for all keywords and obtain the weighted
TF-IDF value ωt of the T-th word.

4 Algorithm

During the initialization of Gibbs sampling, the decision to
expand word pairs and increase the sampling count is based on the
relationship between the weighted TF-IDF value ωa of word wa and
the weighted TF-IDF value ωt of the given T-th keyword. If ωa>ωt,
the word pair (wa,wb) will have its sampling count increased byωa *λ
times.

If the condition is not met, normal sampling will take place.
During Gibbs sampling, the update of the topic during each

sampling iteration is performed differently based on the relationship
between ωa and the given semantic distance value ωt. If ωa > ωt, then
executing Eq. 6:

P z
∣∣∣∣zX−W, B, α, β,M( )∝ nz + α( )

·
nwa |z + β +∑K

K�1(ωapλ[ ] nwb|z + β +∑K
K�1 ωapλ( )[ ]

∑wnw|z +Mβ + 2∑K
K�1 ωapλ( )[ ]2 (6)

Otherwise, executing Eq. 7:

tfi,j � ni,j∑knk,j
P z

∣∣∣∣zX−W, B, α, β( )∝ nz + α( ) · nwa |z + β( )(nwb |z + β)
∑wnw|z +Mβ( )2

(7)
nwa|z represents the count of word wa belonging to topic z. ß
represents the parameter of the prior Dirichlet distribution given

beforehand. ∑K

K�1(ωapλ) represents the sum of the product of the

tf-idf value of word wa and λ across M topics. (nwb |z + β) represents
the count of word wb belonging to topic z.

Once Gibbs sampling is done, the counts nz, nwaz, and nwbz are
used to calculate the multinomial distribution parameters θz for the

topics in the corpus and ϕw|z for the word distributions under each
topic. This allows us to determine the probability distributions of
document topics and topic-word associations.

θz � nz + ∑K
K�1 ωapλ( ) + α

B| | +∑q
q�1 ωapλ( ) +Kα

(8)

ϕw|z �
nw|z + β +∑K

K�1 ωapλ( )∑wnw|z +Mβ + 2∑K
K�1 ωapλ( ) (9)

nz represents the number of biterms belonging to topic z. α
represents the parameter of the prior Dirichlet distribution given
beforehand. q represents the number of all added word pairs that
satisfy ωa >ωt.∑q

q�1(ωapλ) represents the sum of the product of wa
and λ for the added word pairs.|B| represents the total number of
biterms. K represents the number of topics.

Finally, set the parameters and perform Gibbs sampling,
updating the topic for each word pair. Repeat this process until
Gibbs sampling converges.

After topic extraction, we obtain the probability distribution of
topics for each Microblog post. The topic with the highest
probability is considered as the corresponding topic for the
comment text. As shown in Eq. 10:

Topici � argmaxf M( ) ≔ M
∣∣∣∣∣∀j: P Topici,j <P Topici,M( )( ){ } (10)

Where Topici represents the topic of the ith comment, and
P(Topici,M) represents the probability of the i-th comment
belonging to the M-th topic.

5 Experimental and analysis

5.1 Data collection and preprocessing

This article was written to develop a web crawler code based on
actual data requirements. The code searches for relevant links using
keywords such as “S University responds to alleged harassment
incident” and “S University suspends classes for professor suspected
of molesting students”. It collects the primary comments and their
timestamps under the original MicroBlog posts within the
timeframe of 6 December 2019, 20:00, to 12 December 2019, 23:
59. A total of 18,658 comments were collected, and after data
cleaning, 15,396 valid comments were obtained.

5.2 Evaluation metrics

The commonly used criteria for evaluating the effectiveness of
topic identification are Topic Coherence (TC) and Jensen-Shannon
Divergence (JS).

Topic Coherence is used to assess the performance of topic
modeling. Amethod for calculating topic coherence was proposed in
Ref. [24]. Its basic assumption is that words with similar meanings
appear in similar contexts. If most or all words are closely related, the
topic is considered coherent. This method measures the quality of
the target based on word co-occurrence. The calculation formula is
as shown in Eq. 11:
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TC t, V t( )( ) � 2
M M + 1( )∑M

m�2 ∑m−1
t�1 log

D v t( )
m , v t( )

t( ) + ε

D v t( )
t( ) (11)

Where V(t) � [Vt
1,V

t
2, . . . ,V

t
M] represents the M top-ranked

word pairs in topic t. D(v) represents the number of sentences
containing word pair v, and D(v,w) represents the number of
sentences containing both word pair v and w. ε is a constant,
usually set to 1. Generally, a higher topic coherence score
(typically less than 0) indicates better topic coherence.

Kullback-Leibler divergence (KL), can measure the difference
between two separate probability distributions within the same
event. A smaller KL distance indicates a higher similarity. In this
paper, the KL distance is used to quantify the difference in topic-
word distributions after being processed by different models. Under
this condition, a larger KL distance implies a higher quality of
obtained topics. The formula for KL distance is as shown in Eq. 12:

DKL p
����q( ) � ∑n

i�1p xi( )log2
p xi( )
q xi( ) (12)

Where p and q represent the topic-word distributions of
different topics, and xi represents the number of topic-word
distributions.

Due to the asymmetry of traditional KL distance, it cannot fully
represent the relationship between two topic-word distributions.
The JS (Jensen-Shannon divergence) distance, which is based on KL
distance, is symmetric and ranges from [0, 1]. A JS divergence closer
to 1 indicates higher quality of obtained topics, and it can be used to
measure the distribution differences between topics and words. The
formula for calculating JS distance is as shown in Eq. 13:

DJS � 1
2
DKL p

����m( ) + 1
2
DKL q

����m( ) (13)

Here, m � 1
2 (p + q) represents the mean of KL distance.

5.3 Parameter settings

The KTF-BTM model proposed in this paper is influenced by
the number of expansion sampling iterations λ during Gibbs
sampling. In order to achieve better topic identification results, it
is necessary to determine the optimal value of λ. By setting different
values of λ, the coefficient corresponding to the maximum Topic
Coherence (TC) value is selected as the number of expanded
sampling iterations. In the experiment, the initial number of
word pair expansion λ is set to 2, λ is gradually increased with a
step size of 2, The selected λ values are 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 14, 16, 18, and
20. The Gibbs sampling parameters are set as α = 50, ß = 0.01, and
the number of topics k is set to 5, 10, 15, and 20. The KTF-BTM
model was applied to the corpus for topic identification, and the TC
values are calculated by averaging the results of three experiments.
Some experimental results are shown in Figure 3.

From Figure 3, it can be observed that when the number of topics is
5, there is not much difference in the TC values for different expansion
sampling iterations λ. As the number of topics gradually increases, the
TC values for different λ values show clear regular patterns. When λ is
set to 2, the topic coherence is relatively low. As λ continues to increase,
the TC values first increase and then decrease, indicating the
effectiveness of keyword expansion in improving the BTM model.

When λ is set to 8, the topic coherence is highest. Due to the limited
number of keywords in short text comments, further increasing the λ
value will lead to diluted sampling word pairs and a gradual decrease in
topic coherence. Therefore, in the subsequent model comparison
experiments, the optimal value for the expansion sampling iteration
λ is determined to be 8.

5.4 Topic quality

First, a few words are randomly selected from the corpus as topic
words. The model is then used to process the corpus and find the top
3 most relevant words to each topic word. Cosine similarity is used
to measure the similarity between the topic words and the related
words, where a cosine similarity value closer to 1 indicates a higher
degree of correlation between the words. The experimental results
are shown in Table 1, which demonstrate that the word vectors
trained by our model align with the expected outcomes.

To verify the correlation between the extracted topics and
related words from short text comments by the KTF-BTM
model, a comparative experiment is conducted with the BTM
model, LDA model, DMM model, and our model. The
experimental results are shown in Table 2. In Table 2, there are
20 keywords under each topic, and 6 keywords are randomly
selected based on topic relevance. It can be observed that the
LDA model has a lower descriptive ability for topic-related words
and performs poorly. On the other hand, our model extracts related
words that describe the topics well, enhancing the correlation
between words.

Quantitative evaluation refers to the use of quantitative metrics
to assess the performance of topic identification models. In this
paper, topic coherence and JS, divergence were used as two
quantitative evaluation metrics. In the comparative experiment,
the parameter settings were α = 50/k, β = 0.01, and λ = 5. With
these parameters, topics were extracted with quantities of 5, 10, 15,
20, 25, 30, 40, and 50 for experimentation, and corresponding topic
coherence (TC) and JS, divergence values were obtained.

Topic coherence is primarily used to evaluate the effectiveness of
topic clustering. A higher TC value indicates better topic clustering.
From Figure 4, it can be observed that there is little difference
between the BTM model and the KTF-BTM model when the
number of topics is 5 or 10. As the number of topics gradually
increases, the difference in TC values between the models becomes
more significant. The clustering effectiveness of the KTF-BTM
model gradually surpasses that of the BTM model. The TC
values of the LDA model consistently remain lower than those of
the BTM and KTF-BTMmodels.When the number of topics is 5, 10,
15, or 20, the TC values of the DMM model are comparable to the
other models, with a small decreasing trend. However, when the
number of topics exceeds 20, the TC values decrease more
significantly. The DMM model consistently has the lowest TC
values among all the models, which contradicts the results of [3].

Topic diversity reflects the differences between topics. In this paper,
JS distance is used to assess topic diversity. A higher JS value indicates
better experimental results. FromFigure 5, it can be observed that due to
data sparsity, the LDAmodel has the lowest JS value.When the number
of topics is less than 20, the DMMmodel has a lower JS value than the
BTM model. However, when the number of topics exceeds 20, the
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DMMmodel has a higher JS value than the BTMmodel. This suggests
that the JS value of theDMMmodel is heavily influenced by the number
of topics. Compared to the BTM model, our model incorporates part-
of-speech semantic weighting and keyword expansion, leading to
further improvements in JS values. The JS values of our model

consistently remain high, indicating greater differences between the
topics discovered by our model.

5.5 Comparative analysis of topic models

Through comparative experiments between the proposed KTF-
BTM model and the BTM, LDA, and DMM models, it was found
that both the KTF-BTM and BTM models demonstrated superior
performance compared to the LDA and DMM models in terms of
experimental effectiveness. This indicates that the BTM model,
along with its enhanced version that utilizes bilingual term
sampling across the entire corpus, is more suitable for short text
topic analysis when compared to the LDA and DMM models that
rely on word co-occurrence analysis at the document level.

Furthermore, the KTF-BTM model delivered promising results
in terms of topic quality, coherence (TC value), and diversity (JS
value). These findings signify the substantial advantages of the KTF-
BTM model in dealing with short text topic analysis. Therefore,
building upon the success of the KTF-BTM model, this study will
continue exploring short text topic modeling in the subsequent
analysis.

5.6 Dividing time into slices

On 6 December 2019, the “S School Teacher Harassment of Female
Students Incident” made it to the trending topics list on Microblog,
sparking continuous attention and discussions. The incident was exposed
on 6 December 2019, at 20:00 and gradually subsided by 12 December
2019. It exhibited a multi-peaked long-tailed characteristic, which does

FIGURE 3
Topic coherence for different extended sampling frequency.

TABLE 1 Word vector similarity obtained by model training.

Topic words Related words Cosine similarity

Professor Beast 0.9361239

Supervisor 0.92825323

Teacher 0.96874005

Harassment 0.8058847

Evidence Lawyer 0.9786047

Victim 0.8935224

Recording 0.93578565

Female student 0.9164246

Establish National 0.99466074

Teacher 0.9707229

University 0.9097933

Expel 0.91229105

Morality Human nature 0.9653817

Justice 0.80783546

Bottom line 0.97833014
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not conform to the classical lifecycle theory. In this study, we divided the
timeline based on the development stages of the incident.

According to historical news reports, it can be noted that on the
evening of December 6 at 20:00, after being exposed by a Microblog
influencer, the incident quickly gained attention and sparked inquiries
from the public and media. The “S School Teacher Harassment of
Female Students Incident” started trending onMicroblog. OnDecember
7 at 13:40, a Microblog media outlet published a follow-up post
regarding the handling of the incident, causing another round of
public discussion. On December 9 at 21:47, the school issued an
announcement on Microblog, stating that the implicated teacher had
been dismissed, had their associate professor position revoked, and had
their teaching qualification revoked, pending approval from higher
authorities. This announcement once again drew attention to the

incident. By December 12, public opinion gradually subsided. Based
on significant time points in the development of the incident and
considering the timing of Microblog media reports and user
engagement, this study divided the data into three major phases: the
initial escalation phase, the secondary escalation phase, and the subsiding
phase, corresponding to the time points of 19:59 on December 6, 11:
59 on December 7, and 23:59 on December 9, respectively.

In the digital age, the resolution of sudden public crises requires the
establishment of a rapid response mechanism. On one hand, it is
important to acquire critical information promptly and accurately
assess the nature of the crisis. On the other hand, timely and
proactive disclosure of information is necessary to safeguard the
public’s right to be informed [25]. Based on the characteristics of
public opinion outbreaks in the current converged media environment,

TABLE 2 Semantic correlation comparison of each model.

Topic model Topic words Related words

BTM Handling Incident, Shanghai Finance and Economics University, Professor, Expulsion, University, Establish

Forwarding We, Students, Everyone, Situation, Support, Teacher, Problem

TF-BTM Handling School, Expulsion, Harassment, Intervention, Investigation, Shanghai Finance and Economics University

Courageous Hope, Girls, Female students, This kind of thing, Speak out, Themselves

LDA Expulsion University, Evidence, School, Girl, Reporting to the police, Law

Incident Exposure, Students, Sexual harassment, Nighttime, Girl, Media

DMM Handling School, Evidence, Police, Law, Shanghai of Finance and Economics University, investigation investigation

Courageous Hope, Girls, Young girls, Outcome, Protection, Support

FIGURE 4
Topic coherence of each model with different number of topics.
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the People’s Daily Public Opinion Data Center has proposed the
“Golden Four Hours” principle, which emphasizes the need to
clarify the facts, coordinate efforts, and complete information
disclosure within 4 hours. [26], [27], [28], [29], and others have also
emphasized the importance of adhering to the “Four Hour” principle in
the process of handling public opinion. Therefore, this study takes
6 December 2019, as the starting point and divides the data into
37 small public opinion cycles based on 4-h intervals. This approach
allows us to identify the focal issues that capture public attention within
the first “Four Hours” and also capture the evolving details of public
opinion in subsequent developments. Overall, analyzing the major
public opinion cycles helps reveal the overall characteristics of the
evolution of public opinion focus, while analyzing the minor public
opinion cycles helps uncover the detailed characteristics of this
evolution.

Building upon this, the KTF-BTM approach is employed to
model the entire corpus and generate topics that are mapped to
specific time periods. This enables a comparison of the changing
characteristics of the focal points of public attention regarding the
event during different public opinion cycles. The start and end dates
of the public opinion cycles, as well as the number of Microblog
posts during each time slice, are illustrated in Table 3.

5.7 Topic identification

In this study, we employed the KTF-BTM method to model
the corpus. Based on the previous experiments, it was observed

that setting different numbers of topics for the model led to
varying TC (Topic Coherence) and JS (Jensen-Shannon
Divergence) values. Thus, the number of topics directly affects
the results and quality of topic mining. To determine the optimal
number of topics, we used perplexity [30]. We calculated the
perplexity values for different numbers of topics ranging from
5 to 90. The perplexity calculation results are illustrated in
Figure 6.

As shown in Figure 6, perplexity exhibits an inverse relationship
with the number of topics. When the number of topics is set to 45,
the perplexity reaches a nadir. Furthermore, as the number of topics
continues to increase, the rate of perplexity reduction slows down
gradually, implying that there will be no significant improvement in
topic identification and it may even lead to overfitting. Considering
these factors collectively, this study selects M = 45 as the optimal
number of topics.

5.8 The benefits of integrating the topic-
temporal-focus framework in KTF-BTM

In order to verify the effectiveness of the Topic-Temporal-Focus
framework in handling sparse data, this study selected the KTF-BTM
model combined with the Topic-Temporal-Focus framework, as well as
the individual KTF-BTM, BTM, LDA, and DMMmodels, to model the
corpus within the 37 time slices. The perplexity was then used to
determine the number of topics within each time slice. The obtained
results were compared with the results from the KTF-BTM model

FIGURE 5
Topic Jensen-Shannon Divergence of each model with different number of topics.
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TABLE 3 The distribution of Microblog text after data cleaning.

Public opinion cycle Time slice Start-end date Number of MicroBlog posts

Stage 1 (Initial Escalation Period) P1 12.6-20:00-12.6-23:59 371

P2 12.7-00:00-12.7-3:59 637

P3 12.7-4:00-12.7-7:59 213

P4 12.7-8:00-12.7-11:59 1133

Stage 2 (Secondary Escalation Period) P5 12.7-12:00-12.7-15:59 944

P6 12.7-16:00-12.7-19:59 973

P7 12.7-20:00-12.7-23:59 582

P8 12.8-00:00-12.8-03:59 209

P9 12.8-4:00-12.8-7:59 113

P10 12.8-8:00-12.8-11:59 307

P11 12.8-12:00-12.8-15:59 518

P12 12.8-16:00-12.8-19:59 597

P13 12.8-20:00-12.8-23:59 347

P14 12.9-00:00-12.9-03:59 91

P15 12.9-4:00-12.9-7:59 71

P16 12.9-8:00-12.9-11:59 233

P17 12.9-12:00-12.9-15:59 620

P18 12.9-16:00-12.9-19:59 498

P19 12.9-20:00-12.9-23:59 2430

Stage 3 (Opinion Subsidence Period) P20 12.10-00:00-12.10-03:59 371

P21 12.10-4:00-12.10-7:59 311

P22 12.10-8:00-12.10-11:59 1028

P23 12.10-12:00-12.10-15:59 315

P24 12.10-16:00-12.10-19:59 309

P25 12.10-20:00-12.10-23:59 542

P26 12.11-00:00-12.11-03:59 124

P27 12.11-4:00-12.11-7:59 93

P28 12.11-8:00-12.11-11:59 340

P29 12.11-12:00-12.11-15:59 358

P30 12.11-16:00-12.11-19:59 311

P31 12.11-20:00-12.11-23:59 129

P32 12.12-00:00-12.12-03:59 25

P33 12.12-4:00-12.12-7:59 22

P34 12.12-8:00-12.12-11:59 75

P35 12.12-12:00-12.12-15:59 62

P36 12.12-16:00-12.12-19:59 60

P37 12.12-20:00-12.12-23:59 35
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FIGURE 6
Confusion degree under different subject numbers.

FIGURE 7
Comparison of the number of topics across KTF-BTM, BTM, LDA, DMM and KTF-BTM with Topic-Temporal-Focus framework.
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integrated with the Topic-Temporal-Focus framework, shown in
Figure 7.

In a broader context, dividing the corpus into 37 time slices leads to
a significant reduction in the corpus size. When performing topic
analysis on each time slices using the KTF-BTM and BTM models, a
large number of noisy and redundant topics are generated, as depicted
in Figure 7. The number of topics identified by the KTF-BTMand BTM
models can even reach up to 90. Conversely, when conducting topic
analysis on each time slices using the LDA and DMM models, the
sparsity of features results in an insufficient number of topics and the
loss of many fine-grained topics. Moreover, regardless of the chosen
model, none of them can address the issue of potential topic loss caused
by data sparsity. This is evident in the missing topic problem observed
in time slices 32-37 for the KTF-BTM, LDA, and DMM models.

In conclusion, the advantages of the KTF-BTM model with the
Topic-Temporal-Tocus framework are as follows:

1. It enables topic modeling of the entire corpus, thereby
enhancing the quality of the generated topics.

2. By assigning each comment to the topic with the highest
probability, it successfully addresses the problem of topic loss due to
extreme data sparsity. Moreover, it captures the nuanced changes in
the focus of comments within smaller time intervals.

5.9 Topic evolution analysis

As the categorization of topics involves subjective human
labeling, this study employed the method of initial labeling by
coders to extract 45 topic categories. Due to the limited
interpretability of short text topic modeling results, we first
divided the original comment texts into 45 categories based on

the results of topic classification. Next, the original data was assigned
to seven doctoral students specializing in management science and
engineering public opinion management. Each coder was tasked
with conducting preliminary labeling on the corresponding text
data, extracting and identifying the relevant topics based on their
understanding and perception. To deal with the labels provided by
the seven coders, sections with overlapping semantics were further
generalized, and areas of disagreement were discussed to eventually
merge and select labels that were comprehensive and unambiguous.
This process led to the definition of the 45 topic categories.

After topic extraction, the probability distribution of topics for each
Microblog post was obtained. The topic with the highest probability was
regarded as the corresponding topic for the comment text. The number
of comments for each topic during three major public opinion cycles
was then calculated, and a stacked chart depicting the evolution of topic
popularity was generated as shown in Figure 8.

Based on Figure 9, the 8 comment focal points can be divided
into two categories. The first category includes high-intensity topics
such as discussing the event (attribution, process, details), discussing
the teacher (identity, behavior, income, evaluation, condemnation,
and insults), discussing the student (behavior, evaluation), and
focusing on the disposition result. The second category consists
of low-intensity sensitive topics, including related events, consulting
authorities, maintaining attention, and discussing institutions.

According to Figure 8, it can be clearly seen that in the first stage,
the topic with the highest level of engagement among all topics is
“criticizing the actions of the involved teacher” (T28), accounting for
8.6%. This is followed by “expressing anger and emphasizing zero
tolerance for such incidents” (T32), accounting for 5.9%, and
“evaluating the behavior of the female student” (T14), accounting
for 5.1%. Furthermore, netizens in the first stage showed a

FIGURE 8
Heatmap of 45 topics during public opinion cycles.
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significantly higher level of interest in these three topics compared to
the second and third stages. This is mainly because in the initial
stage, when the incident was just exposed, netizens tend to focus on
more straightforward topics such as who was involved and what
happened, and engage in discussions around them. As the incident
continued to unfold, netizens started to think and discuss more
deeply, resulting in a gradual decrease in interest in these
straightforward topics and a shift towards other topics.

Overall, throughout the entire public opinion cycle, netizens paid
more attention to the occurrence, development, and handling outcomes
of the incident, as well as the identities and actions of the individuals
involved. For example, they focused on the handling outcomes,
demanding the dismissal of the involved teacher and holding them
accountable legally (T15). They emphasized continued attention to the
handling outcomes and used strategies like trending searches to keep
the topic relevant (T33). There were instances where extreme language
was used to insult the involved teacher (T40). Criticism was also
directed at the teacher’s moral integrity and personal attacks were
launched (T43). Additionally, netizens showed interest in similar past
incidents and made comparisons (T25).

In order to further summarize and categorize the distribution of
comment focal points, this article classifies the 45 topics into 8 major
comment focal points. The composition of each comment focal
point is shown in Table 4. The definitions of comment focal points
and examples of typical comment texts are provided in Table 5.

Count the number of comments for each comment focal point
within the three major public opinion cycles and create a stacked

graph to visually illustrate the changing trends in topic popularity
over time, as demonstrated in Figure 9.

The discussion surrounding the implicated teacher maintained
the highest level of intensity throughout. In the second stage, the
discussion saw an increase in intensity after the exposure of the
teacher’s societal position. By the third stage, the intensity gradually
declined, potentially due to a shift in focus to other topics following
sustained discussions about the implicated teacher in the initial stages,
thereby diluting the intensity of this particular topic. Regarding
discussions about the outcome, there was a gradual increase from
the first stage to the third stage. The initial stages primarily centered
around speculations and expectations, while in the third stage,
following the official announcement of the outcome, more netizens
followed the media’s agenda, engaging in discussions and evaluations
of the outcome, thereby intensifying this topic. It is notable that the
topics of maintaining attention and consulting authorities peaked in
the first stage. This was likely driven by concerns among some
netizens during the initial exposure of the incident, who feared
unfair treatment or suppression and thus sought to maintain topic
intensity and expand its reach through maintaining attention and
consulting authorities. In the second stage, as higher-level governing
bodies responded to the incident, the intensity of these discussions
gradually decreased. However, in the third stage, after the governing
bodies officially announced the outcome, some netizens expressed
their desire for legal consequences against the individuals involved by
actively maintaining attention, resulting in an increased intensity of
this topic.

FIGURE 9
Heatmap of comments’ focus during public opinion cycles.
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When we divide Microblog comment texts into the three
aforementioned public opinion cycles, we can observe the
evolving characteristics of various topics from a macro
perspective. The evolving characteristics of high-intensity topics
are particularly noticeable, while the features of low-intensity but
sensitive topics such as related events, consulting authorities,
maintaining attention, and discussing institutions are not
prominent. In practical public opinion monitoring, these low-
intensity sensitive topics carry potential risks, necessitating real-
time monitoring of changes in related comments to make
appropriate public opinion management decisions at the right time.

Therefore, it is necessary to divide Microblog comment texts
into shorter time periods and analyze the patterns of low-intensity
sensitive topics in the evolution of public opinion. In Table 5, we
have grouped the Microblog comment texts into 37 smaller public
opinion cycles with a time interval of 4 h. Next, we will explore the

TABLE 4 Definition of topics contained in comment focus and examples of typical comment text (part).

Topic ID Comment focus Topic definition Original comment text

T1 Related events Listing similar incidents In our university, there is a teacher who repeatedly harassed female students. Later, it
was exposed, and the school transferred him to work in the library. After a few years, he
was restored to his original position

T2 Discussing the student Praising the behavior of the female
student

The commendable thing is that the female student remained calm, endured, obtained
crucial evidence, and bravely stood up

T3 Discussing the incident Speculating the reasons for the incident What desires might the female student have had that led her to expose the beastly
teacher?

T4 Discussing the teacher Discussing part-time job by teachers in
universities

Is it legal? Do they have time and interest in teaching and research?

T5 Discussing the teacher Evaluating a teacher’s income Only earning 500,000 yuan per year while holding executive positions in 15 companies?

T6 Discussing institutions Discussing the drawbacks of current
policies

The mentor system in universities gives them excessive power, causing great suffering
for many students! I hope theMinistry of Education can introduce policies to protect the
rights of graduate students!

. . . . . . . . .

T15 Disposition result Demanding legal accountability Dismissal is not the final outcome; they should be charged with sexual harassment.
Multiple incidents should be dealt with more severely

T16 Seeking help from
authorities

Seeking help from authoritative news
organizations

@The Paper @The Observer @CCTV News @People’s Daily Online @People’s Daily

. . . . . . . . .

T33 Maintaining attention Calling on netizens to trend hashtags Let’s push this topic to the top and not let such a beast off lightly. Keep up the good work,
righteous comrades!

T34 Discussing the teacher Discussing ways for a female student to
gather evidence

However, before this incident, I already had some doubts about this person. She should
have avoided him if possible. Why bother asking questions after class? The girl should
not be blamed, but her approach might have some issues

T35 Related events Regarding stereotypical impressions of
similar events

There are many cases indicating the existence of sinister unspoken rules in universities
that coerce students into engaging in sexual activities, and this is not an isolated issue. It
is recommended that the Ministry of Education conduct a comprehensive investigation
into professional ethics and academic authenticity in higher education institutions

T36 Discussing the teacher Analyzing the teacher’s behavior Not worthy of virtue, self-destructive. Is it worth it to lose one’s job and reputation for
the sake of seeking excitement? This kind of teacher lacks intelligence

T37 Discussing the teacher Evaluating the teacher’s appearance The expression in their eyes and the area around their mouth is increasingly eerie and
disturbing

. . . . . . . . .

TABLE 5 Topics included in the comment focus.

Comment focus Topic number

Disposition result T2,T13,T15,T19,T20,T21,T23,T25,T26,T42

Related events T1,T8,T35,T41

Consulting authorities T16

Discussing the event T3,T7,T18,T30,T45

Maintaining attention T22,T33,T38,T39

Discussing the teacher T4,T5,T9,T10,T12,T17,T27,T28

T29,T32,T36,T37,T40,T43,T44

Discussing the student T14,T31,T34

Discussing institutions T6,T11,T24
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changing characteristics of low-intensity sensitive topics (related
events, consulting authorities, maintaining attention, discussing
institutions) in the S School teacher harassing female students
incident through line graphs.

As shown in Figure 10, in terms of topic popularity, “Maintaining
attention” has the highest level of heat among these four topic
categories. This may be because some netizens are concerned that
the event will not receive fair treatment, so they deliberately boost its
popularity to maintain high exposure. Essentially, this can be regarded
as an act of safeguarding rights in the face of injustice. In terms of
evolutionary characteristics, the topic of “Maintaining attention” shows
the earliest and fastest increase in heat. The fluctuations in topic
popularity throughout the entire public opinion cycle may be related
to the sleeping habits of netizens, as seen in the third time period (12-7
4:00-12-7 7:59), where the topic heat decreases, possibly because it
coincides with netizens’ sleeping hours. On the other hand, it may also
be related to the confrontational mentality of netizens. When they feel
that the event is being forcefully suppressed or not properly addressed,
they resort to boosting its search rankings as a way of resisting and
safeguarding their rights. For example, during the early stages of the first
and second phases, netizens engaged in activities to boost the topic’s
popularity in response to attempts to suppress it.

Overall, the changing trends of these four low-intensity sensitive
topics are generally similar throughout the entire public opinion cycle.
The main difference lies in the first stage of public exposure (initial
fermentation period, corresponding to time periods 1–4). The topic of
“maintaining attention” experiences an explosive increase in heat right
from the beginning, while the topic of “consulting authorities” remains
relatively low in terms of overall heat. From the perspective of the topic
itself, it experiences the highest level of heat at the initial stage of the
event. It is also an act of netizens exercising their rights in the face of
injustice, although fewer netizens chose this approach in this particular
incident. The topics of “discussing institutions” and “related events”

follow the overall trend of heat in the event. These two types of topics
are submerged amidst the high-intensity events, making them less
noticeable but still carrying the risk of generating secondary public
opinion. Therefore, they deserve continuous attention in public opinion
monitoring.

6 Conclusion and outlook

The purpose of this article is to explore the evolution patterns of
netizens’ comment focus in the online public opinion of universities.
Firstly, in order to improve the effectiveness of short text topic
identification in Microblog comments, this article combines the
traditional BTM model and proposes a KTF-BTM method for short
text topic identification based on the fusion of BTM and TF-IDF.
Building upon the BTMmodel, the Gibbs samplingmethod is improved
by introducing a part-of-speech weighting value K. By incorporating the
part-of-speechweighted TF-IDF algorithm, the semantic contribution of
keywords is identified. Furthermore, based on Donohue’s law of high
and low word frequency decomposition, the number of key words T is
determined. During the Gibbs sampling process, the selected keyword
pairs are expanded for sampling to enhance their role in topic
identification. Experimental results indicate that, considering topic
quality, topic coherence, and topic diversity, the KTF-BTM model
outperforms the traditional BTM, LDA, and DMM models,
demonstrating the effective improvement of the KTF-BTM model in
accurately identifying topics in Microblog comments.

Furthermore, this article uses the case of a teacher harassing female
students at S University to construct a topic-temporal-focus framework.
Combined with the general time patterns of netizens using social media,
the comment texts are divided into 37 small public opinion cycles with a
time interval of 4 h, in order to explore the content and evolution
patterns of netizens’ focus within shorter time sequences. The

FIGURE 10
Heat trend of four highly sensitive comments’ focus across all time slices.
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experimental results show that theKTF-BTMmodel, combinedwith the
topic-temporal-focus framework, overcomes the problem of sparse
comment data within shorter time periods and achieves topic
classification within short time sequences. This is helpful for further
exploring the content and evolution patterns of comment focus within
shorter time sequences. By utilizing the topic-temporal-focus
framework, this article identifies four high-intensity topics and four
low-intensity sensitive topics in the case of a teacher harassing female
students at S University. The high-intensity topics include discussions
about the incident (causation, process, details), discussions about the
individual involved (identity, behavior, income, evaluation,
condemnation), discussions about the students (behavior, evaluation),
and attention to the handling results. The low-intensity sensitive topics
include raising related incidents, seeking help from authorities,
generating hype, and discussing institutional issues. High-intensity
topics are issues of general concern among netizens, often involving
discussions about the occurrence, development, and outcome of the
incident, as well as evaluations or expressions of emotions regarding the
actions of the individuals involved. Low-intensity sensitive topics have a
relatively lower proportion of intensity, and when there are greater risks,
such as behaviors aimed at generating hype, there is already a clear
manifestation of resistance consciousness and behavior, posing a risk of
group polarization. In traditional topic identification processes, such
topicsmay be overlooked due to sparse data and low topic intensity. The
method proposed in this article can further monitor the evolving
characteristics of low-intensity sensitive topics.

Based on the above research, we can draw the following
conclusions:

The main factors influencing the evolution of comment focus and
topics include the nature and stage of the event, the involved parties,
official handling (including stages, methods, response speed, response
content, etc.), media involvement, and online user interactions. These
factors also reflect the focus of netizens’ attention and their emotional
expressions. When the comment focus is centered around the event and
the involved parties, the comments tend to be more expression of
emotions.When the comment focus is related to higher-level authorities,
there is a possibility of provocative expressions. Therefore, in future
studies, the author will further analyze the emotions associated with
comment focus, using the PAD emotional model to examine the
emotional characteristics of different types of comment focus, and
further analyze the changes in emotions during the evolution of
comment focus.

By analyzing the evolution of comment focus and topics, it can help
public opinion management departments gain a clear understanding of
the content that netizens are focused on within the “golden 4 hours,” as
well as the interactive changes between event trends, media
involvement, official handling, and public opinion focus during the

evolution of public opinion. This allows for the selection of appropriate
topics and content based on public concerns, and targeted information
dissemination and communication. By timely and accurately adjusting
propaganda strategies, responding to public concerns, and guiding
public opinion based on public sentiment and attitudes, effective
public opinion management can be achieved.
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